• This paper develops a variational data assimilation (DA) method and applies it to a simple solar wind propagation model.
Introduction
In meteorology, data assimilation has long been used to improve initial conditions for forecasting, leading to a reduction in the 'butterfly effect' and hence improvements in forecasting skill. Furthermore, improvements in the implementation of data assimilation methods into numerical weather prediction models have led to huge improvements in the forecasting accuracy of longer lead-times over the past 20 − 30 years [Kalnay, 2003] . However, space weather forecasting has yet to exploit the great potential available from implementing data assimilation methods into their forecasting models.
For space-weather forecasting, data assimilation has been attempted in three main domains: the photosphere, the solar wind and the ionosphere. Ionospheric data assimilation is arguably the most mature and as the number of observations of the ionosphere increases, so does its importance and effectiveness. Various data assimilation methods have been applied to the ionosphere, such as 3DVar [Bust and Mitchell , 2008] , 4DVar [Wang et al., 2004] and Local Ensemble Transform Kalman Filter (LETKF) [Durazo et al., 2017] . Photospheric data assimilation, such as the Air Force Data Assimilative Photospheric Flux Transport (ADAPT) model [Arge et al., 2010] , uses observations of the magnetic field at the Sun's surface with physics-based temporal evolution to improve the inner boundary condition to coronal models. The improved representation of the corona can in turn be used to generate improved inner-boundary conditions for solar wind models.
In this study, we are looking to exploit observations of the solar wind itself to further improve the inner-boundary conditions for solar wind models (and, as a by product, provide an observationally constrained validation dataset for the outer boundary of coronal models). Previous studies applying data assimilation to in-situ observations of the solar wind, such as Lang et al. [2017] , have focussed on using ensemble-based data assimilation methods to improve the representation of the modelled solar wind. The advantage of these methods is that they are relatively easy to implement for complex numerical models and recent developments have allowed these methods to be incorporated via Message Passing Interface, MPI [Browne and Wilson, 2015; Nerger Figure 1 : A schematic of a DA scheme that updates the model inner boundary (the white circle) on the basis of observations from a position behind Earth in its orbit (the yellow star). This enables the updated model conditions (the purple regions) to persist until solar rotation brings them to the forecast point at Earth's location (the black circle). Without this ability, any localised change to the model state is quickly lost from the model domain by the super-sonic radial solar wind flow.
et al., 2005] , in parallel to the numerical models. However, as shown in Lang et al. [2017] , in order to improve the forecast of solar wind conditions in near-Earth space, these methods require observations downstream of the Earth, which are not routinely available. This is due to the localisation of the data assimilation, which means any improvements to the model state from the observations are swept out of the model domain due to the continual radial outflow of the solar wind. In order to make a persistent change to the model state, the model inner boundary conditions must be updated. This is shown schematically in Figure 1 . Ensemble-based Kalman filter techniques cannot propagate information back in time (i.e., back towards the Sun), meaning they cannot be used in this way.
This study investigates the possibility of using variational data assimilation (DA) methods (e.g., Dimet and Talagrand [1986] ; Courtier et al. [1994] ) for assimilating insitu observations of the solar wind, specifically to update the inner boundary conditions of the solar wind model. This is achieved using an adjoint method [Errico, 1997] to map information from the point of observation back to the model's inner boundary. Such changes to the model state would be persistent and remain within the model domain, long after the observation's timestep. A simple solar wind model is described in the next section, followed by a description, in general, of variational data assimilation and a derivation of the particular scheme used in this study. Numerical twin experiments are presented using synthetic observations to test if the method can reconstruct solar wind speed structures and time-series over one solar rotation (i.e. one Carrington Rotation). The data assimilation method is then applied to real spacecraft data, assimilating Solar-Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO) [Kaiser et al., 2008] solar wind observations from a time when the spacecraft were well separated from Earth (2010 Earth ( -2011 , and results verified against Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) [Stone et al., 1998 ] observations in near-Earth space.
Future developments are discussed in the concluding section. Here we note, however, that while the requirement for an adjoint model means that the variational approach is not expected to be practical for a full magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) solar wind model like Enlil [Odstrcil , 2003] , it is nevertheless of interest for two reasons. Firstly, it is useful in developing new solar wind data assimilation techniques with simpler models, as described in Section 5, which may be valuable in forecast situations. Secondly, it enables us to test whether updating the inner-boundary conditions of the solar wind model is indeed effective in improving model forecast capability, as demonstrated in Section 6.3. It is hoped that in the future, ensemble-based Kalman smoother methods may be able to provide many of the benefits of variational DA without the need for an adjoint, and thus can be readily applied to MHD models of the solar wind.
Solar wind
The solar wind is a continuous outflow of plasma and magnetic flux which fills the heliosphere (e.g., ?). The solar wind becomes super-magnetosonic within 10 − 20 solar radii (r S ). Thus forecasting the near-Earth solar wind conditions is normally treated as a boundary-value problem, with the near-Sun conditions fixed using empirical relations to the coronal magnetic field [McGregor et al., 2011; Riley et al., 2015] , which itself is determined by extrapolation from the observed photospheric magnetic field (e.g., Mackay and Yeates [2012] ; Linker et al. [1999] ). The solar wind is then propagated to Earth, typically by a numerical magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model such as Enlil [Odstrcil , 2003] , with no further observational constraints. In situ spacecraft provide single-point measurements of the solar wind and heliospheric magnetic field which can potentially be used to constrain the solar wind model.
In principle, the DA framework developed here will also be applicable to other solar wind observations, such as Interplanetary Scintillation (IPS; e.g., Breen et al. [2006] ) or Heliospheric Imagers (HI; e.g., Eyles et al. [2009] ). These remote measurements of solar wind density structures are subject to line-of-sight integration effects, and estimation of solar wind speed further requires some form of correlation tracking. Thus relative to (single-point) in-situ observations, there is increased uncertainty in both the measurement and its location, but with the advantage of a more synoptic picture of the solar wind. By explicitly accounting for observational errors, a solar wind DA scheme can exploit the positives of both forms of data. Though determining the observational errors is a significant task which is not addressed in the current study.
In the next section we describe a simple solar wind propagation tool which permits more rapid development of DA techniques than the complex and computationally expensive full-MHD approaches [Odstrcil , 2003] . This approach was recently used to explore the forecast potential of large ensembles of solar wind solutions with perturbed initial conditions , as is routinely used for operational Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP).
Solar wind propagation model
In this study, we use the solar wind propagation model of Riley and Lionello [2011] , which maps the equatorial(i.e., two dimensional) solar wind speed over the heliocentric domain from 30r S to 215r S from the Sun:
where v i,j is the speed at radius, r i (the i is the radius coordinate), and at Carrington longitude, φ j (where j is the longitude coordinate). Using the same setup as , ∆r = 1r S is the radial grid resolution (in km), ∆φ = 2.81
• is the latitudinal grid resolution (in radians) and Ω ROT = 2π 25.38(86400) s −1 is the solar rotational speed.
After this solution is obtained, an additional term, v acc i,j , is added to the v i,j to represent the acceleration of the solar wind in the domain considered, which is given by:
where v 0,j is the solar wind speed at the inner-boundary and α = 0.15 and r H = 50r S are constants determined by Riley and Lionello [2011] .
Given the 2-dimensional nature of the solar wind model, in this study we must assume the ecliptic plane to be equatorial. In reality, the ecliptic is inclined by 7.25
• to the heliographic equator. We note that a solar wind DA scheme in a full 3-dimensional solar wind model could relax this assumption.
Data assimilation
Data assimilation (DA) is the study of combining prior knowledge from a model of a system with information contained in actual observations of that system in order to obtain an optimal estimate of the truth, including its uncertainty. DA methods can be used to 1) provide better model initial conditions for forecasting (eg. [Browne and van Leeuwen, 2015; Dee et al., 2011; Clayton et al., 2013] ); 2) generate optimal evolution trajectories for the system to study important physical processes (eg. [Broquet et al., 2011; Macbean et al., 2016] ); and 3) improve the model physics by studying modelobservation misfits [Lang et al., 2016] .
Variational data assimilation refers to the subset of DA methods used extensively in meteorological applications [Sasaki , 1970] that provide an optimal fit over the whole time window (the period of time over which the data assimilation is applied). Variational DA typically aims to correct the variables under consideration at the initial time by making use of all the data available over the entire time window. Sequential assimilation, on the other hand, provides an optimal fit at the end of the window by considering each observation sequentially each time a new observation becomes available. Variational data assimilation methods also tend to find the maximum of the posterior probability distribution (the probability distribution of the state given the observations, see Appendix A: for more details), whereas sequential methods typically seek the mean of the posterior probability distribution. For linear systems, this means that the sequential and variational approaches will lead to the same results at the end of the assimilation window. For non-linear systems, however, the posterior probability distribution may have multiple modes, which may lead to the variational approach getting stuck in a local maxima, as opposed to the global maxima of the system, leading to a poorer analysis. Conversely, multi-modal posterior distributions may lead to the mean of the system occurring in an area of low probability in the posterior distribution, leading to the sequential assimilation approach being sub-standard. In these cases, it is unclear what the 'optimal' estimate should be, hence there has been substantial efforts to develop Particle Filters [Ades and van Leeuwen, 2013; Browne and van Leeuwen, 2015; Zhu et al., 2016; van Leeuwen, 2014] , which aim to estimate the full posterior probability distribution as opposed to a single 'optimal' estimate.
With the development of the 4DVar and adjoint model systems [Dimet and Talagrand , 1986; Lorenc, 1986] , variational methodologies have become much more viable and efficient methods than optimal interpolation methods based on finite-difference methods to calculate the gradient of the cost function (and the Kalman filter methods that preceded it), particularly for applications within high-dimensional meteorological models with large quantities of observations. The 4DVar methodology is typically used to estimate the initial condition of a model given observations over a fixed timewindow. However, the purpose of using a variational approach for the solar wind is to map information contained within observations back closer to the Sun, where we can then alter the inner boundary of the model and then re-compute the solar wind speed in the whole domain. Specifically, we wish to estimate the solar wind speed at all Carrington longitudes at the inner boundary (30r S ) using the observations at greater heliocentric distances (i.e., beyond 30r S from the Sun, typically at Earth orbit, approximately 215r S ). In the remainder of this section, we indicate the general defi-nitions of data assimilation, followed by specific definitions when applied to the solar wind model. Following this, we explain the methodology behind the variational data assimilation proposed in this paper.
In DA, the variables within a numerical model, x, are described by a N xdimensional state vector, which contains the values of the quantities of interest at all gridpoints, N . The variables within a state vector for meteorological applications could include the temperature field over Africa, the mean sea level pressure over the UK, wind speed/direction, etc., depending upon the purpose of the NWP model. The typical dimension of (number of variables within) the state vector in NWP models is of the order ≈ 10 9 [Browne and Wilson, 2015; Tr'emolet, 2006] .
For this application, the state vector is defined as a vector that contains the solar wind speed at each Carrington longitude, φ j , in the model domain for a given radius coordinate, i, and is written as:
where i = 0, . . . , 185 correspond to radii coordinates from the Sun as r i = 30r S , . . . , 215r S and N = 128.
For a state x e.g., solar wind speed), an estimate of the initial conditions before any data assimilation is referred to as the prior (or background) state, denoted by x b . The prior state is generated using available prior information about the state. In meteorological applications, this typically comes from a previous forecast. The prior state is assumed to be a random perturbation away from the true state, such that:
where x t 0 is an N x -dimensional discretisation of the true initial state, and ξ 0 represents the random error in the prior state.
For our solar wind model, the prior inner boundary condition, v b 0 , is an inner boundary condition that we must provide (i.e. from a previous forecast of the inner boundary, such as from a previous coronal solution). The prior inner boundary condition is assumed to be a random perturbation from the true state, such that v Observations within the time window provide information about the true state of the system. In order to merge the information contained by the observations with the state generated by the numerical model, it is necessary to define a function that maps from the state space to the observation space. This function is called the observation operator and is defined as:
where H : R Nx → R Ny maps the state into observation space, with y being an observation with the observation error given by .
Thus for the solar wind, the k th vector of observations, y k , at radius r k , are defined as:
where H k is the observation operator, a function that maps the model solar wind speed vector to the observation space (i.e. what the observation would be for any given v) and k is the random observation error, assumed to be normally distributed,
The numerical model, which approximates the dynamics of the system, is denoted by:
where x i is the state vector at point i, the numerical model is represented by f i (which here is the solar wind propagation model described in section 3), and η i is an N xdimensional term representing the model error. The distribution of the model error is almost always unknown and may contain biases towards particular states (i.e. have non-zero mean) or be multi-modal, etc.
We now adopt the Strong Constraint approach and assume that the numerical model is perfect, i.e. contains no model error [Di Lorenzo et al., 2007; Fisher et al., 2005] . In practice, this typically produces a poorer result than the weak constraint solution that allows for model error. But the weak constraint problem is much more complex as it is impossible to know precisely where the model is incorrect, due to missing physics, the effects of sub-grid processes etc., and hence very difficult to prescribe an accurate model error covariance matrix. In addition, including model error can lead to coupled equations that can result in different solutions, depending on which order the equations are solved [Evensen et al., 1998; Lang et al., 2016] , leading to additional work being done to decouple them [Bennett, 1992] . Therefore, as this is an introductory study to demonstrate the effectiveness of the variational approach, it is logical to start with the Strong Constraint approximation. The model evolution equation can then be rewritten as:
where
Otherwise (10) where r i is the radial distance from the Sun at radius coordinate, i = 0, . . . , 185. The model evolution equation at the inner boundary, at 30r S , adds the acceleration term onto the primary calculation for the speed at the next radial coordinate. However, for each subsequent radial coordinate, the acceleration term from the previous radial point must be removed prior to the addition of the new acceleration to avoid an accumulation of the acceleration terms within the model.
Use of the Strong Constraint [Howes et al., 2017] allows the observation operator to map from the speed at the inner boundary, v 0 , to the observation location, such that:
where k denotes the observation number and the i k are a subset of the radial coordinates, i, and are the radial coordinates where the k th observation occurs.
This allows a cost function, J , to be written purely in terms of the inner boundary solar wind speed, such that:
where v 0 is the state vector at the inner boundary (at 30r S ).
The cost function is the sum of the relative contributions of the errors present within the solar wind system. Its derivation is outlined in Appendix A: . The first term in the cost function represents the prior errors, v 0 − v b 0 , at the inner boundary weighted by the prior error covariance matrix, B −1 . The second term represents the sum of the observation errors at each observed radial coordinate, (
and is weighted by the observation error covariance matrix R −1 . Therefore, the optimal state, that minimises the errors in the system, is the state that minimises the cost function. The weighting by the inverse of the error covariance matrices means that if there is a high amount of certainty in, for example, the prior state compared to that of the observations, then B −1 will be much larger than R −1 , meaning that the optimal state vector will have to move closer to the prior state to minimise the cost function, increasing the dominance of the prior state on the final analysis.
Obtaining the v 0 that minimises the cost function is a non-trivial task. This can be done by evaluating the finite differences of J or by evaluating ∇ v J directly [Bannister , 2007] . However, these methods are impractical for higher dimensional systems. In such situations, a more efficient method of calculating the gradient is to use the adjoint method, a method of sensitivity analysis that efficiently computes the gradient of a function [Errico, 1997] . For the Strong Constraint approach, this involves using the method of Lagrange multipliers to generate a set of adjoint equations.
Firstly, we rewrite the cost function that we wish to minimise as:
subject to the (strong) constraint
To minimise this cost function subject to the constraint, we must minimise the Lagrangian [Arfken et al., 2011] , L(v r , λ r ), which is defined by:
where the λ i 's are the Lagrange multipliers.
By differentiating with respect to the v r and the λ r variables, it is possible to obtain a set of adjoint equations, given by:
where F r is given by the Jacobian of f r , such that:
. . . . . . . . . 
The Lagrange multiplier at the inner boundary radius gives us the negative of the gradient at v 0 , the value we wish to find. This implies that:
This gradient allows the use of a plethora of available gradient-based minimisation algorithms, from Newton's methods to steepest descent methods [?] . In this study, however, we use the Broyden − Fletcher − Goldfarb − Shanno (BFGS) algorithm, a Quasi-Newtonian method, that is commonly used for its speed and accuracy, even for non-linear problems.
Experimental setup
For this data assimilation method, we must provide a set of conditions in order to proceed. These include specifying the prior error covariance matrix and the observation error covariance matrix. The specification of these conditions is a very important part of the data assimilation process. For example, if the specified prior error uncertainty is too small, the data assimilation analysis will have too much confidence in the quality of the prior state and the data assimilated analysis state will have less freedom to move away from it.
In meteorology, the prior error covariance matrix, B, is built up by operational centres studying the misfits between forecasts and reanalysis datasets. In comparison, the space weather forecasting is a relatively young science and we do not have this back-catalogue of available forecasting and reanalysis datasets to compare against. Therefore, a different approach must be taken.
We here approximate the prior error covariance matrix using an ensemble of solar wind speed states generated in the same way as . The initial conditions to the solar wind propagation model are near-Sun (30r S ) solar wind speeds, derived from Carrington rotation solutions of the MAS (Magnetohydrodynamics Around a Sphere) coronal model Linker et al. [1999] in which the solar wind speed at 30r S is determined using empirical relations to the coronal magnetic field configuration [Riley et al., 2012] . These data are available from http://www.predsci.com/mhdweb/home.php. Near-Earth solar wind speed is determined using Equations 1 and 2 to propagate the MAS solar wind speed at 30r S at the sub-Earth point to Earth orbit at approximately 215r S . An ensemble of 576 members is further generated using perturbed initial conditions. This is achieved by sampling the MAS 30r S solar wind speed at a range of latitudes about the sub-Earth point (an example is shown in Figure 4 of ) and independently propagating each perturbed set of initial conditions to 215r S . The resulting ensemble of near-Earth solar wind speeds has been shown to provide an accurate measure of the uncertainty in the unperturbed forecast .
Here, we use the 576-member ensemble created using MAS solutions to Carrington rotation 2100, which spans early August to early September 2010. This interval contains no interplanetary coronal mass ejections, but does contain both fast and slow solar wind. The ensemble is used to approximate the B matrix, similar to that of the Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) and methods used in other studies, such as Pereira et al. [2006] . The B matrix is approximated by:
and M = 576.
A common issue in generating the error covariance matrix using a (finite) ensemble is that spurious correlations are introduced, as can be seen in Figure 2 . The effect of this is that an observation may have an unrealistic impact on a model state variable at a distant location and degrade the quality of the analysis. Indeed, Hamill et al. [2001] showed that if the error in the covariance estimate provided by the ensemble (the noise) is greater than the true correlation (the signal), the accuracy of an EnKF analysis would decrease. Additionally, they show that the signal-to-noise ratio is a function of ensemble size, with larger ensembles representative of the true statistics of the system, with less associated noise. Therefore, it is necessary to minimise the effect of these spurious correlations in the estimated prior error covariance matrix, B ens . To do this, we utilise a technique called localisation, that is used to restrict the covariances to more realistic spatial/temporal-scales and hence reduce the effective noise to signal ratios at longer space/time-scales, increasing the effective size of the ensemble in the process.
As a first approximation, we use a standard distance-based Gaussian localisation scheme (see Lang et al. [2017] for a discussion on possible localisation schemes for solar wind data assimilation), and apply it to the ensemble-estimated covariance matrix, B ens , such that the localised prior error covariance matrix, B loc , becomes:
where • represents the Schur-product and L is the localisation matrix with entries given by L i,j = exp
and S is the localisation length scale. As a starting point, we set S = 15
• , which is the approximate width of the slow wind band, and hence mimics the large-scale OSSE exp.
Init. Table showing prior/posterior cost function values, the number of iterations required for convergence and prior/posterior RMSEs for the OSSE experiments, described in section 6.1, using a "good" prior state generated from the same distribution as the true state, a prior state shifted by 62∆φ ≈ 174
• and a uniform prior speed of 500km/s.
spatial variability in solar wind speed (e.g., ). The choice of this value is somewhat arbitrary and further research is required. However, a preliminary sensitivity analysis suggests that at least within the range 10
• to 20
• , the results presented below are not significantly affected. A finite S is nevertheless required, as the noise present on the larger spatial-scales (≥≈ 60
• ) can cause the adjoint calculations to become numerically unstable.
The observation error covariance matrix, R, is also an unknown quantity in solar wind modelling. Properly addressing this is a substantial research topic in its own right, far beyond the scope of this initial study. In addition to the measurement uncertainty, y, it also accounts for the uncertainty from the "representativity" error [Janjić et al., 2017] , resulting from the approximation of a continuous process in discrete space, the error resulting from representing an observation in the incorrect location, and the error resulting from representing a single measurement over the (potentially large) volume of a grid-cell. Additionally, there is also an implicit component of the model error within H (x) which further complicates the specification of this quantity. As a first approximation of the observation error (to be further tested in future work), we begin with the simplest approach, assuming that the observations are all independent of one another (i.e. a diagonal R matrix). We must also specify an observational error standard deviation, which we set at 10% of the mean prior solar wind speed at the observation radius. This is the same order as the observed variability of near-Earth solar wind speeds. Again, this is still a somewhat arbitrary value, but it provides a starting point from which we can progress and test such assumptions. Then together, this gives: 
Results

Observing System Simulation Experiments
This section describes initial tests of the variational data assimilation method derived in the previous sections. In order to perform numerical experiments in a controlled way, we perform observing system simulation experiments (OSSEs, also known as identical twin experiments), a typical verification approach for a data assimilation scheme. An OSSE uses the uncertainty present within the model state to generate two model states that we refer to as the prior state and the truth state. Specifically, we draw a prior and truth state from the normal distribution,
We use our numerical model to propagate this truth state to get a complete truth trajectory. We then take synthetic observations from a fixed point in space from this truth trajectory. These 'observations' are perturbed by measurement noise to mimic a real data assimilation experiment. The goal is to generate a posterior state that represents the best estimate of the truth run, using the limited information from the observations and uncertain prior information on the boundary conditions. This posterior state is then compared to the prior state to evaluate the performance of the data assimilation scheme used.
In our experiments, the true state, v t , is generated as a random sample from the normal distribution of the MAS ensemble for CR2100, N v M 0 , B loc . This true state is propagated out to 215r S by the solar propagation model detailed in Section 3 and is shown in Figure 3a . The prior state, v b 0 , is also randomly drawn from the same distribution and is shown mapped by the solar wind propagation model to 215r S in Figure 3b . In this case, the prior state is reasonably close to the true state, with the most obvious difference being the fast stream around 150-200
• Carrington longitude is larger in the prior state than in the true state. This is seen as a positive band in the prior error shown in Figure 4a .
Direct observations of the true state were taken at 215r S every ∆φ, mimicking a time series of near-Earth spacecraft observations every ∼ 5 hours, which is a lower frequency than that of real observational data. A random perturbation, , drawn from the distribution N (0, R) is added to mimic the effects of observation error. The prior state is used as an initial estimate for the 'optimal state' that minimises the cost function (equation (12)). The gradient of the cost function at this point is calculated by the adjoint equations (equations (17)- (22)). This gradient is then input into the BFGS minimisation algorithm to obtain an estimate for the minimum of the cost function and the procedure is iterated, using the new estimate as the 'optimal state', until the cost function converges to a minimal state, within a tolerance of 10 −5 (i.e. such that the algorithm is repeated as long as the gradient norm of the cost function, from one iteration to the next, is greater than 10 −5 ).
The posterior state generated by the DA method (i.e., the state that minimises the cost function) is shown in Figure 3c . An improvement over the prior state (in Figure  3b) can be seen in the form of the high speed stream more closely matching that of the true state. Figure 4 shows that the posterior error does not suffer from the large positive error band of the prior. In addition, there are smaller structures present within the true speed that are recreated in the posterior at around Carrington Longitudes 50
• , 100
• , 300
• and 350
• . Conversely, the finer structures between 200
• − 250
• cannot be recreated by the DA due to insufficient observational information to overcome the large prior errors in this region.
Figure 5: Solar wind in km/s propagated from the 30r S to the 215r S using the solar wind propagation model. (a) Speeds generated from the truth state, (b) speeds generated from the prior state that is shifted by 62∆φ and (c) shows the posterior state after the data assimilation has been performed.
The root mean-square error for the OSSEs are calculated over the whole domain, calculated as:
where v i,j represent the prior or posterior state, dependent upon whether the prior or posterior RMSEs are being generated. Table 1 shows that the there is a reduction of approximately 72% in RMSE as a result of the variational data assimilation analysis.
The effect of prior state
In this section, we consider the effects of different prior states when using data assimilation. These prior states will be generated such that they are no longer random perturbations of the true state (as is commonly the case in all applications, especially as we rarely have a true state to compare to in the first place). This will cause the data assimilation to perform sub-optimally as the assumption regarding the prior state will no longer be valid. Hence the purpose of this section is to show that whilst the Figure 6 : (a) The differences between the prior and the 'true' solar wind speeds and (s) the differences between the posterior and the true solar wind speeds, in km/s, when the prior state is shifted by 62∆φ. Figure 7 : Solar wind speed in km/s propagated from the 30r S to the 215r S using the solar wind propagation model. (a) solar wind speeds generated from the truth state, (b) the uniform prior state of 500km/s and (c) the posterior state after the data assimilation has been performed. Figure 8 : (a)The differences between the prior and the 'true' solar wind speeds and (b) the differences between the posterior and the true solar wind speeds, in km/s, when the prior state is specified as a uniform speed of 500km/s. data assimilation may be compromised by poorly specified priors, it can still provide significant improvements in the estimation of the true state.
In this section, the true state, prior error covariance matrix, observations and observation error covariance matrix are all specified in the same way as the previous section.
The first "poor" prior state we use is the prior state generated in the previous section, but shifted arbitrarily. We use an angular shift of 62∆φ ≈ 174
• around the Sun, as this results in a very large difference between the prior and true states. The prior is shown in Figure 5b . The fast wind band is now clearly in the incorrect position in the prior state. This implies that there are far larger errors in our prior state, reflected by the much higher prior cost functions and prior RMSE values in Table 1 when compared to the unshifted case in the previous section.
After the variational data assimilation method is performed, the RMSEs over the whole domain have been greatly reduced (by approximately 50%). The posterior state obtained from the variational data assimilation scheme is shown in Figure 5c and detailed in Table 1 . We can see that a new fast wind band (between ≈ 145
• −190 • ) has been included in the posterior state in the correct location, but is slightly narrower than the true state's fast wind band. This results in the reduction of most of the negative prior error in this area. The reason the full band is not generated at the inner boundary may be due to the presence of a small fast wind region centred at 200
• in the prior state, which is still present and enhanced by the variational data assimilation scheme. This small region yielded low prior error at the observation location in near-Earth space, therefore the data assimilation scheme will not have removed it. A more noticeable error in the posterior speed is the remains of the prior's fast wind band, which the data assimilation has not been able to fully remove. This results in a large positive wind bias in the posterior error in this region (although greatly reduced from the initial prior error in this region, as can be clearly seen in Figure 6 ). Nevertheless, the near-Earth 'observations' have clearly been able to update the inner boundary conditions for the model and result in a persistent change in the model state, something which was not possible with the ensemble-based Kalman filter approach attempted previously [Lang et al., 2017] .
The second "poor" prior state is a constant solar wind speed of 500km/s at all points on the inner boundary (see Figure 7) , which mimics having no near-Sun information about the solar wind speed structures. It can be seen from Figure 8 that this estimate contains a large positive bias from the true state at all points, except the fast wind band, which is negatively biased. In this case, the data assimilation still reduces the RMSE over the whole domain (by ≈ 43%, as shown in Table 1 ), but has not been able to fully correct for the large positive biases that were present within the prior error. There are still large positive errors over most regions in the posterior state, albeit reduced compared to the prior state. The posterior state can be seen to recreate the fast wind band in the correct location with low errors present in that region. In addition, some of the slower wind regions present in the true state (at ≈ 40
• , 130
• , 200
• and at 300 • ) have been recreated, albeit still with large errors present.
The experiments in this section show while the data assimilation is capable of reducing the errors in a prior state, specifying an accurate prior state is nevertheless essential to obtain an optimal analysis. We further note that in the future when such data assimilation is to be used in conjunction with a more costly numerical model, it may not be possible to perform enough iterations for the cost function to converge, and specifying an accurate prior state will be even more vital.
Using real in situ observations
In this section, the data assimilation scheme described in Section 4 is applied to real STEREO [Kaiser et al., 2008] observations during Carrington Rotation 2100. This Carrington Rotation was chosen because the two STEREO spacecraft have a large separation on either side of the Earth, shown in Figure 9 , with STEREO A 80.5
• ahead of the Earth and STEREO B located 72.5
• behind. For the purposes of the data assimilation run with the simple solar wind propagation model, the STEREO spacecraft are assumed to be stationary during the Carrington Rotation and located at the same heliographic latitude as Earth. Observations are sampled every 5 hours, as this corresponds to the approximate amount of time for the Sun to rotate ∆φ degrees and hence matches the implicit time resolution of our solar wind model. We assimilate only the solar wind speed, as that is the only parameter contained within the solar wind model. The prior error covariance matrix is produced using an ensemble for Carrington Rotation 2100 via the same methodology as in the OSSE experiments. Similarly, the observation error covariance matrix, R, is generated using equation (26), as in the OSSE experiments.
The prior inner boundary initial condition is drawn from the normal distribution of the MAS ensemble for CR2100, N (0, B loc ) as before (and is not further perturbed in any way). Unlike the OSSE experiments, however, we have no 'truth' state to compare, so we test the skill of our data assimilated analysis state against an independent set of observations that are taken from the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) spacecraft positioned at L1, approximately 0.99AU ∼ 213r S from the Sun on the Earth-Sun line, which are sampled every 5 hours from OMNI-hourly averages, as for the STEREO A and B spacecraft data. Figure 10 shows the prior (i.e., model with no data assimilation) and posterior (i.e., model with STEREO A and B observations assimilated) states in comparison to solar wind speed observed at the ACE spacecraft. The band of 'fast wind', approximately 600kms −1 , in the prior state is slower than is observed. But in general, the prior is in relatively good agreement with observations and thus improving on this forecast provides a challenge for the DA scheme. After the DA scheme is used, the posterior state still underestimates the peak speed of the fast wind stream. The , where the posterior is in much better agreement with the observed ACE data. The smoothness of the prior and posterior states is a reflection of simplicity of the numerical model used to represent the solar wind. The relatively shallow gradient of the fast wind onset in the posterior solution also suggests numerical diffusion may be an issue.
In addition, from the first row of Table 2 , we see that the overall errors in the system, as denoted by the cost function, have been reduced by ≈ 52%. The RMSE is computed between the model and ACE solar wind speed, such that:
where the y i and x i correspond to the ACE observations and state, at their observation time/location.
It can be seen that assimilating the STEREO A and B observations has resulted in a reduction in the near-Earth solar wind speed RMSE of ≈ 25% over the whole Carrington Rotation. While the prior state is a good representation of the true state in this instance, the variational scheme was still able to produce a lasting change in the model state by correctly updating the inner boundary condition and improving the near-Earth solar wind speed. For this particular Carrington rotation, the MAS ensemble mean (without STEREO data assimilation) provides a very good match to the observed near-Earth solar wind. In particular, the peak of the fast wind band (between 160
• − 90 • ), is better reproduced by the MAS ensemble mean than by the posterior. The posterior does better capture the structures present in the observed solar wind speed between 360
• − 210
• and 90
• − 0 • . However, the overall RMSE of the ensemble mean is lower than for the posterior. Thus, in this instance, the improvements to the prior state provided by the assimilation of STEREO data are not as great as considering the full ensemble, suggesting the prior error covariance matrix for this Carrington rotation is underestimated, perhaps due to over-aggressive localisation.
We now expand the analysis to 12 further Carrington rotations spanning the period October 2010 to October 2011. For each Carrington rotation, the STEREO spacecraft positions are updated (see 2 nd and 3 rd columns of table 2), as are the B matrices using a new MAS solar wind speed ensemble as described in Section 5. The observation error covariance matrices, R, are also updated for each Carrington Rotation, and are dependent upon the prior states, that are generated as a random perturbation (distributed by the normal distribution N (0, B) ) from the MAS ensemble mean.
The results are shown in Figure 11 . The cost function values and RMSEs for the MAS ensemble mean, posterior and prior are listed in Table 2 . For 12 of the 13 Carrington Rotations, the use of data assimilation leads to an improvement in the estimate of the near-Earth solar wind speed compared to the no-DA model state. The reduction in RMSE is in the range 2% − 41%, hence we are seeing a significant benefit to applying data assimilation in the majority of cases. In particular, we note that for CRs 2105 and 2110, "false alarm" high speed streams have been removed by the DA, whereas for CRs 2110, 2111 and 2112, "missed" high speed streams have been captured, albeit a little later than observed. For CR 2111, the lateness of the fast stream may be explained by the extremely fast CME observed by STEREO A at this time, which may significantly influence the data assimilation. For CRs 2111 and CR 2112, a significant systematic offset has also been removed.
In Carrington Rotation 2103, however, the data assimilated near-Earth solar wind is worse than the prior state, with the posterior state having a 26% higher RMSE compared to the prior state. There are no interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) observed in near-Earth space [Cane and Richardson, 2003] or at the STEREO spacecraft during this period.
In comparison with the MAS Mean, the best estimate of the truth from the MAS ensemble, the posterior has greater in RMSE for Carrington Rotations 2103, 2104, 2105, 2106 and 2107. These RMSE increases are relatively small in magnitude compared to the improvements from DA in other CRs. The poorer RMSE results are mostly caused by a failure to accurately recreate peaks in the solar wind speed, where the MAS ensemble mean generally successful. The discrepancy could be a result of the latitudinal difference in the STEREO and ACE spacecraft (which the 2-dimensional model assumes all lie in the equatorial plane), which could lead to sampling of different solar wind structures. If so, this could be at least partly mitigated by the use of a fully 3-dimensional solar wind model, though heliospheric latitudinal localisation may need to be treated in a different manner to the heliospheric longitudinal localisation considered here. The MAS ensemble mean seems to perform better when there are no transients in the solar wind and when the solar wind is relatively steady-state. The data assimilated solar wind speed performs increasingly better than the MAS ensemble mean when there is increased CR to CR variability, as the solar cycle increases towards the end of the period considered.
Averaged across all 13 Carrington rotations considered here, data assimilation of STEREO data results in 18.4% reduction in near-Earth solar wind RMSE compared to the prior state and an 8.9% reduction in RMSE compared to the MAS ensemble mean. In Figures B.1 through B.4 and Tables B.1 and B.2, we show that at the observation locations themselves, the gains from DA are greater still. For STEREO A there is a 42.7% reduction in the prior RMSE and a 35.0% reduction in the MAS mean RMSE as a result of the data assimilation. For STEREO B, there is a 38.1% reduction in the prior RMSE and a 29.8% reduction in the MAS mean RMSE as a result of the data assimilation.
Limitations to the variational approach
Whilst this study shows there is a great deal of potential available in the use of variational data assimilation when applied to the solar wind, there are many hurdles that still need to be overcome. It is also noted that the adjoint method is an extremely powerful method once generated, though this is a substantially simpler task for the solar wind propagation tool used here than for a full MHD model of the solar wind, as discussed below.
Variational data assimilation methods require the generation of an accurate B matrix, which may be the reason for the lesser improvements noted in CR2107 − 2109. The prior covariance matrix, B, may not fully represent the errors present in the prior state due to the linear dependence of the ensemble members. This may lead to a prior covariance matrix that is of too low rank for the gradient to be calculated accurately by the adjoint method. As an alternative to using a different covariance matrix for each Carrington Rotation, a 'climatological' covariance matrix could be generated using MAS ensembles from multiple Carrington Rotations. This will increase the amount of information contained within the B-matrix and will negate the need for localisation. However, this solution negates the advantage of having a flow-dependent covariance matrix that is specific to each Carrington Rotation. It may be the case that this 'flow dependency' is necessary for effective B matrix generation and that a Carrington-Rotation-specific prior error uncertainty matrix may need be created for optimal assimilation. This mirrors the 'hybrid' data assimilation schemes currently being investigated in numerical weather prediction [Goodliff et al., 2015; Bonavita et al., 2016] . In both cases, the accuracy of the B-matrix relies both on the accuracy of the coronal model for defining the near-Sun solar wind, and the method of sampling the near-Sun solar wind to produce the ensemble. Further research is required to quantify the potential improvements from using Carrington-rotation specific B matrices, 'climatological' B matrices and the sensitivity to the accuracy of the coronal model used.
The adjoint model is unique to each numerical model and can be extremely difficult to compute efficiently for high dimensional models. Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 4, the variational data assimilation methods rely upon the linearisation of the numerical model. The simple numerical model in this study is reasonably linear, and therefore long assimilation windows of one full Carrington Rotation (27 days) are possible. For more complex, higher dimensional models that are more nonlinear, the assimilation window will need to be much shorter to avoid computational issues. For numerical weather prediction, the typical window length is 6 − 12 hours, but it is unclear how long the assimilation window can and should be for complex MHD models, such as Enlil (e.g. [Odstrcil , 2003; Odstrcil and Pizzo, 1999; Odstrcil et al., 2004] ) or EUHFORIA [Poedts and Pomoell , 2017] . This depends on the spatial resolution of the model, as higher resolutions typically lead to stronger nonlinearities with shorter error growth timescales, and also how close the model is to the true solution. Numerical weather prediction owes much of its forecast accuracy to the enormous amount of observations in each 6-hour window (approximately 10 7 observations). This also means that the initial boundary condition is accurate as well, such that the linearisations work well for longer. Unfortunately, the sparsity of observations for space weather means it is cannot readily adopt this solution.
Discussion and Conclusions
The experiments shown in this study are the first, to the authors' knowledge, application of a variational data assimilation (DA) method applied to the solar wind using in-situ spacecraft observations. This DA method maps observational information from 215r S back towards the Sun, to the inner boundary of the solar wind model at 30r S . Twin experiments showed that this variational DA is able to reduce the error in the dynamical model using 5-hourly observations in the near-Earth space. By improving the inner boundary conditions of the solar wind speed, it is possible to retrieve the structure of the solar wind speed produced by the numerical model in the entire domain between the Sun and Earth (at least within the spacecraft orbital plane). This allows solar wind structures, such as bands of fast and slow solar wind, to be reconstructed by the data assimilation method. This variational DA scheme requires an estimate of the prior error uncertainty matrix, B. In meteorological applications, there are many decades of forecasts and reanalysis datasets that enable a more accurate representation of the prior error uncertainty matrix. In this study, we have used an ensemble of inner boundary conditions to estimate the B matrix, over a single Carrington Rotation. It may be more useful to generate a B matrix with more ensemble members, over multiple Carrington rotations, to incorporate more information about possible error structures in the solar wind. This has the benefit of incorporating additional information from the coronal model solutions, which generally capture the overall solar wind structure, but suffer from relatively small positional errors. Further research is also required in order to better determine how to accurately generate the observation error covariance matrix, R, and how to properly incorporate representivity errors into this matrix.
By applying the same data assimilation to three different prior states we have demonstrated the importance of a "good" prior solution from the coronal models. Thus forecast skill gained from assimilation of solar wind observations will further increase with developments in coronal modelling and initialisation, such as from improved photospheric magnetic field characterisation [Arge et al., 2010] . In this study, we focussed on using synthetic and real in-situ spacecraft observations, though in principle the same data assimilation framework can be applied to remote measurements of the solar wind, such as interplanetary scintillation and white-light heliospheric imager observations. The difficulty, however, lies in accurately representing the observational error, both in the solar wind speed measurement and in the generation of the observation operator, H (as both techniques involve some degree of line-of-sight integration). The latter uncertainty could possibly be approximated within a data assimilation approach by weak-but-widespread localisation, but such techniques will form part of a future study.
The DA scheme was also used to make hindcasts of near-Earth solar wind speed by assimilating approximately 1 year of in-situ observations from the STEREO spacecraft, when they were approximately 80
• ahead and behind the Earth in its orbit with respect to the Sun. The prior state has been generated from the MAS ensemble, thus the information contained within the STEREO A and B observations is not carried on to subsequent Carrington Rotations. The DA analysis can, however, be used to forecast the inner boundary for the subsequent Carrington Rotation. This means that there are two possible estimates of the inner boundary for the subsequent Carrington Rotation, one using information from within the inner boundary (from the MAS model) and one estimate using information at heliocentric distances beyond the inner boundary (from the assimilation of in situ solar wind data). How we consolidate these disparate estimates is a question for future research. Nevertheless, even with the approach used here, the root mean-square error in the near-Earth solar wind speed hindcasts was reduced by 18% by the use of STEREO data assimilation.
The interval considered in this study (August 2010 to August 2011) is close to solar minimum, thus the coronal mass ejection rate is much reduced compared to solar maximum. This interval, however, still features 9 interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) observed in near-Earth space [Cane and Richardson, 2003 , ; though none with speeds above 600km/s]. Given the large angular separation of the STEREO spacecraft from Earth, it is unlikely these same ICMEs would be present in the assimilated data. The localisation required for such transient structures will be significantly different (in both space and time) than for the ambient, steady-state solar wind. e.g., assuming the fast solar wind from an ICME persists at the same Carrington longitude for a whole solar rotation will significantly degrade a forecast. Fast ICMEs could result in "missed" high speed streams in the posterior solution. Conversely, ICMEs seen by the STEREO spacecraft which didn't encounter Earth, could result in "false" high speed streams in the posterior solution. With very limited spatial sampling from in situ spacecraft, such transient events of limited spatial extent will be problematic for any data assimilation scheme. In this study, we have deliberately not removed ICMEs from the in situ observations for two reasons. Firstly, in an operational forecast setting, real-time automated identification and removal of ICMEs will be difficult. Secondly, the solar wind (particularly the slow solar wind) contains transients on a range of scales, with ICMEs being the largest of these, so any cut-off will be necessarily arbitrary. The solution to dealing with transient structures will likely be greater observational sampling (both in space and time), such as with the remotely sensed observations discussed above. But weighting the relative merits of the two data types, namely precision point measurements and non-localised synoptic measurements, will require careful attention in the observation error matrix. In practice, however, the importance of in-situ observations, particularly in terms of the magnetic field observations, may mean automated ICME detection algorithms also need to be applied in real time.
The major outstanding issue with using a variational data assimilation scheme in an operational setting is that the adjoint method is not scalable to higher-dimensional or more complex models. The tangent linear and adjoint models are unique to each numerical model and can be extremely difficult and require many human-years to create an efficient scheme (however, once created, the adjoint method is an extremely powerful and efficient tool, as shown in this paper). This means that without substantial investment, it will not be possible to utilise an adjoint model in a full MHD model, such as Enlil or EUHFORIA. This issue indicates that it is perhaps more useful to use the adjoint-based data assimilation methods with smaller, simpler solar wind/MHD models. This approach could be used to extract fundamental information about the boundary condition using solar wind observations which can be fed in to the more complex models. For DA within more complex MHD models, in order to map observational information from near-Earth space to the inner-boundary, it is perhaps more informative/useful to use a hybrid data assimilation method, such as Ensemble-4DVar Goodliff et al., 2017] , or a smoother-based data assimilation method, such as the Iterative Ensemble Kalman Smoother [Bocquet and Sakov , 2014 ]. These will be tested in future studies.
A: Deriving Strong Constraint Cost Function
In order to combine the observational information within y with the state vector, x, we appeal to Bayes' Theorem [Bayes and Price, 1763] , which states that:
where p (x|y) is the posterior probability distribution function, the probability of the state, x, occurring given the observation, y and is the distribution we wish to estimate in data assimilation; p(y|x) is the likelihood distribution, which is the probability of the observation occurring for any given state; p (x) is the prior distribution, the probability of the state occurring and p (y) is the probability of the observation occurring and is a constant, normalising factor for any given observation.
The posterior distribution gives the full picture of the probability of the state space, given the observational data and is what we wish to estimate. Typically, however, the state dimension is extremely large, for example, for numerical weather prediction the state vector is of the order 10 9 -dimensional vector. This makes it impossible for the full posterior distribution to be computed explicitly. Therefore, assumptions about the prior distributions, the likelihood distributions and the numerical model must be made to simplify the problem. Furthermore, we must define precisely what we mean by the 'optimal estimate'.
In the variational framework, 'optimal state' is defined as the state which maximises the posterior probability distribution (the mode of the posterior distribution) [Dimet and Talagrand , 1986] . In addition, the prior, observation and model errors are all assumed to be unbiased Gaussian distributions. This means that the probability distributions of the prior error, ξ 0 , the observation error, k , and the model error, η i probability distributions can be fully defined by their mean and respective error covariance matrices, such that:
where B is the prior error covariance matrix, Q i is the model error covariance matrix for each point i and R k is the observation error covariance matrix for the k th observation.
In this study, as we are performing initial data assimilation experiments in the solar wind, we shall make the further assumption that the model error is zero, i.e. the perfect model assumption. This is known as the Strong-Constraint. Whilst it is possible to define the variational problem with model error [Lang et al., 2016; Scheichl et al., 2013] , the so-called Weak-Constraint approach, it is beyond the scope of this paper and will not be discussed here.
As the model error is assumed equal to zero, x i can be written explicitly in terms of the initial condition, x 0 , such that x i = f i−1 (f i−2 (. . . f 0 (x 0 ) . . . )). Using the probability distribution functions described by equations (A.2)-(A.4), it is possible to write the likelihood and prior distributions as: where H k now implicitly contains the numerical model f i .
As p(y) is constant, this implies that the posterior probability can be written as: (y k − H k (x 0 )) R k −1 (y k − H k (x 0 )) (A.8) is the cost function. It can be seen that by minimising J (x 0 ), we maximise the posterior probability distribution, which is what we wish to find.
There are many minimisation algorithms available to do this. The majority of the efficient methods to do this require the gradient/Hessian to be computed, which are often the most difficult parts to obtain estimates for, especially in higher dimensions. 
